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University
prepares for
state deficit
MARIANNE HALE
news@chherald.com

President Gary Ransdell
said Western officials prepared
for the state’s revenue drought
before officials forecasted next
year’s budget deficit.
The state budget office
announced last week its
prediction that next year’s
deficit will be between $818
million and $1.09 billion, State
Budget Director Mary Lassiter
said.
A group of independent
economists who make up the
Consensus Forecasting Group
will meet this month and create
their budget shortfall projection
based on the budget office’s
prediction, said Jay Blanton,
a spokesman for Gov. Steve
Beshear.
Officials use the group’s
prediction to adjust the state’s
budget, Blanton said.
Ransdell said Western is
prepared for a major budget
reduction.
But uncertainty about the
deficit and federal stimulus bill
money leave the university’s
budget situation for next year in
a yet-to-be-determined status,
he said.
Fiscal year 2010’s budget
was made in spring 2008
because legislators prepare the
budget every two years, Lassiter
said.
The Consensus Forecasting
Group predicted a $456
million budget deficit for the
2009 fiscal year, which ends
June 30, Blanton said. So far,
the actual deficit has reached
about $10 million less than that
prediction.
The national economic
recession’s impact on the state’s
economy contributes to the
projected deficit, Lassiter said.
Sales and income taxes
make up the biggest portion of
Kentucky’s revenue, and both
of those are related to personal
income, she said.
See CUTS,
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MATT FIELDS-JOHNSON/Herald

When Jayray Fiene looks back on his life at ages 13 and 19, he knows that the reason for the awkward smiles lies deep within. For his entire life
Fiene said he has felt like a man trapped in a woman’s body. Now, he has the opportunity to become who he has always been as he undergoes
gender transformation surgery and hormone therapy, so the physical can match the spirit within.

‘I see me.’
Western faculty member continues gender reassignment
Story by MANDY SIMPSON u Photos by MATT FIELDS-JOHNSON

J

ayray Fiene pointed to a picture with
yellow adhesive stains and smiled wide.
A child with quick blue eyes gawked
gleefully back through the years on the
decomposing page.
The source of the child’s amusement
appeared shining on the floor—a toy car.
“This is a kid who likes this toy,” Fiene
said, raising his eyebrows matter-of-factly.
But his eyes shrunk quickly at the sight
of another picture. He silently dissected the
photo, stuck like an insect on fly paper.
“This is a kid who doesn’t like this outfit,”
he said, nodding toward the photo where
a child with heaving red checks twisted
away from a striped dress—the source of the
tantrum.
The child in photos was Fiene, but they
called him Jean back then. They draped him

look.

listen.

feel.

chherald.com
in ruffles, wound his hair into curls and told
him stories about princesses because, on the
outside, he was unquestionably a girl.
Forty-eight years after young Fiene
screamed in a dress, that changed.
Jeanne Rae Fiene began the sex-change
process to become Jayray Freeman Fiene in
June of 2008. His transition started at Western

where Fiene is the director of the educational
leadership doctoral program and department
head of educational administration, leadership
and research.
Weekly hormone shots administered at
Health Services began sculpting biceps out
of female flesh, dragging a high voice down
and turning soft facial hair coarse 11 months
ago. In April, Fiene underwent the first of two
surgeries to complete his transformation.
But Fiene said an internal force acted
against his femininity before the lens snapped
on the next picture he pointed to in old photo
album this November.
“I think this face is ‘why am I in this itchy
dress,” he said with a deep chuckle, and turned
the page.
See ME,
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PFT food court traffic low at lunch
CHRISTINA HOWERTON
news@chherald.com
Columbia freshman Josh Ford was
on his way to the Tower Food Court
yesterday afternoon to treat himself to
Edy’s Ice Cream.
He said he usually eats at Zoca’s, which
serves Mexican food, when he goes to the
food court near Pearce-Ford Tower.
Ford, who lives in Barnes-Campbell
Hall, said he eats Zoca’s so often that
some staff members know his order.
Dining Services Director Tim Colley

said he’s happy with business at the food
court and convenience store, but the
numbers aren’t as high as he expected.
The food court opened in August and
also has a Popeye’s, which has Cajun
options.
The food court’s purchase count was
26,171 and the Pit Stop convenience
store’s count was 9,281 in February, he
said in an e-mail.
Colley said morning and evening
food court traffic is high, but lunch
numbers are lower because students
aren’t at the bottom of the hill.

GET INSIDE THE HERALD

“Most of the classrooms are not close,
so students don’t have time necessarily
to go from a classroom area all the
way down for lunch and get back up to
class,” he said.
Colley said he’d like to increase lunch
numbers, but campus traffic patterns
don’t encourage sales during that time.
John Osborne, vice president of
campus services and facilities, said
officials might do promotions to help
increase the numbers.
See PFT,
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JACOB HILL/Herald

In the evening hours Chris Sullivan wipes down the tables at the Tower
Food Court. Sullivan, a Bowling Green sophomore, has been working at the
new location since it first opened in August.

OPINION

NEWS
SUMMER DORM
OVERHAULS
Five dorms get renovations to
complete overhaul of all 15 dorms.
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Crime reports

Reports
u Jullian Edwards and Douglas White, McCormack Hall,
reported on May 3 that a computer monitor and television were
stolen from their dorm room. The value of the theft was $400.
u Andrew Fuller, McCormack, reported on May 1 that the
passenger side front tire of his vehicle was punctured while he
was parked in the Adams Street lot. The value of the damage
was $125.
u Inkyo Jung, Pearce-Ford Tower, reported on April 30 that
his laptop was stolen from his dorm room. The value of the
theft was $1,000.

Arrest
u Mary Sweeney, Shawnee Mission, Kan., was arrested on
May 2 and charged with driving under the influence. She was
released the same day on a $700.20 unsecured bond.

College Heights Herald

WHAT’S GOING ON
TODAY, MAY

5

u Cinco De Mayo in Fresh Food
u 180 Campus Worship, 8 p.m., Grise Hall Auditorium
u Accounting Forms & Functions, 1 p.m., DUC 226
u An Evening of Dance, 8 p.m., fine arts center theatre
u CAB Movie - Madea Goes to Jail, 7:30 p.m., DUC 340
u Disciples of Christ, 7 p.m., DUC 341
u From Military to Higher Ed.: A discussion, 3 p.m., DUC 308
u Pagan Student Union 2009, 6:30 p.m., DUC 308
u “Reverb-ber-ber-rations” and “The Zoo Story,” 8 p.m.,
Gordon Wilson Lab Theatre
u Sons of Solomon, 7 p.m., DUC 310A
u Table Tennis Club, 6 p.m., DUC Rec Room
u Weight Watchers, 10:30 a.m., DUC 349
u Western Film Festival, 8 a.m., DUC 230
u Western Film Festival, 7 p.m., DUC 224

t

WEDNESDAY, MAY

Clarification

Due to a source error the vote in a Student Government
Association executive board veto was incorrect in a page 3
article of the April 30 issue. Five members voted in favor of the
veto and 2 members abstained from voting.
The Herald regrets the confusion.
The College Heights Herald corrects all confirmed errors that
are brought to reporters’ or editors’ attention. Please call
745-6011 or 745-5044 to report a correction, or e-mail us at
editor@chherald.com.
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DAY

u Yogathon, 1 p.m., DUC South Lawn
u Amazing Tones of Joy Bible Study, 7 p.m., DUC 226
u Americans for Informed Democracy, 9 a.m., DUC 226
u Hilltopper Bass Club, 8 p.m., DUC 349
u Relaxation Session, noon, Garrett 100
u Revolution 91.7 2009, 5 p.m., DUC 308
u Western Film Festival, 8 a.m., DUC 230
u Western Film Festival, 7 p.m., DUC 224
u Western Leaders, 6 p.m., DUC 340

THURSDAY, MAY

7

u An Evening with Spike Lee, 7 p.m., Diddle Arena
u Anime Club, 7 p.m., MMTH 236
u Bouldering, 4 p.m., Preston Center
u Relaxation Session, 4:15 p.m., Garrett 100
u Veritas Meeting, 2 p.m., DUC 349
u WKU Film Festival, 8 a.m., DUC 230
u WKU Film Festival, 7 p.m., DUC 224

Fill in the grid so that every row, every column
and every 3x3 box contains the digits 1 through 9
with no repeats. Solution, tips and computer program
at www.sudoku.com
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The calendar runs every Tuesday.
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is the record for most piercings ever. It
is held by Elaine Davidson, of Edinburgh,
Scotland.
seconds is how long it took MC Rebel XD
to rap 852 syllables on July 27, 2007.

feet and 11 inches was the height
of the tallest man in medical history,
Robert Pershing Wadlow.

Source: http://www.guinnessworldrecords.com
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FACILITIES

HRL plans summer dorm renovations

Construction workers will be
headed into some dorm rooms
as students leave them for
summer break.
Parts of Keen, Rodes-Harlin,
McCormack and Gilbert halls
and Pearce-Ford Tower will
be renovated this summer,
said Brian Kuster, director of
Housing and Residence Life.
The work will finish the $80
million renovations of all 15
dorms on campus which began
in 2000, Kuster said. Officials are
looking into the need for housing
for nontraditional students.
The third through 19th floors
of PFT will be renovated this
summer, Kuster said.
Some floors will be
reworked to include community
space for the Living Learning
Communities based there, said
Peggy Crowe, assistant director
of student programs for HRL.

The 20th through 27th floors
of PFT and Keen’s tall side
were renovated last summer.
Jana Clark, a freshman from
Haubstadt, Ind., lives on the
20th floor of PFT. She and her
roommate moved from the 16th
floor at the end of March.
Clark said she likes the
renovated room better.
“The biggest part is being
able to move the furniture
around,” she said.
Rodes, McCormack and
Gilbert will get new furniture
and flooring this summer,
Kuster said.
The dorms in the Valley got
new air conditioning, lighting and
ceilings last summer, he said.
Kuster said the renovations
done in the dorms should last for
30 to 40 years with continued
maintenance.
There hasn’t always been money
to keep buildings in good shape,
which is why the renovations were
needed now, he said.

Housing construction
Housing construction projects
for summers 2008 and 2009:
Keen- $5,278,217
Gilbert- $1,935,620
PFT-$12,502,770
Rodes-Harlin- $3,810, 753
McCormack- $3,419,556

▼▼ ▼ ▼ ▼

JOSH MOORE
news@chherald.com

Living Learning Communities
allow students in the same major
or interest group to live and
study together, she said.
The spaces will be areas for
study and interaction which
are geared toward a specific
community, Crowe said.
Members of the International
Exchange Community, which
pairs international students with
domestic students, will have
extra kitchen space on the 10th
floor instead of the community
space, Crowe said.
Kuster said a lot of
international students like to
cook in small groups.
Crowe said the space will
help the Living Learning
Communities make students
feel like part of a community.
“The whole purpose is to
make this place much smaller,”
she said.
The short side of Keen will
also be renovated this summer,
Kuster said.

Source: Student Life Foundation
Capital Construction Report

HRL’s next big project may be
the construction of an apartment
complex on campus for nontraditional students, Kuster said.
Results will be back in June
from a survey of students to see
if there’s a need for it, he said.
Several people have asked
about the possibility of housing
for graduate students and
students with families over the
years, Kuster said.
But the project would be
several years away, he said.
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Cuts

▼

▼

budget cuts.
But stimulus money could help reduce cuts
to higher education or reduce the state’s budget
deficit, Ransdell said.
Continued from front page
During the next 28 months, Kentucky will
get about $3 billion in non-recurring stimulus
With the state’s unemployment rate rising,
package money, Blanton said.
Kentuckians make less money which decreases
But the money doesn’t come in a $3
their taxable income. People also spend less,
billion check for state officials to spend on
which decreases sales tax revenue, Lassiter whatever they want, he said. It’s earmarked
said.
for certain things,
Kentucky’s unemployment
including education and
rate for March 2009 was 9.8
healthcare.
Changes
in
state
funding
as
a
percent, according to the U.S.
of that money
percentage of Western’s budget: has“All
Bureau of Labor Statistics.
significant strings
The bureau reported a 6.1
attached to it,” Blanton
percent unemployment rate
said.
In the 2001-2002 school year, state
for March 2008.
Ransdell said he
funding made up 39 percent of Western’s
Blanton said it’s too
didn’t
know if state
budget.
early to tell how the deficit
officials would use
will further affect higher
stimulus money to
In the 2008-2009 school year, state
education.
balance the budget
funding made up 25 percent of Western’s
The state dealt Western a
and therefore reduce
2 percent budget cut for next
budget.
or avoid cuts to higher
year, but officials decided to
education.
Source: Ann Mead, vice president for
take an extra 2 percent cut to
If universities get
finance and administration
give faculty and staff onestimulus money, they
time bonuses, Ransdell said.
might get less funding
He said he didn’t use that
from the state, he said.
extra 2 percent for permanent salary increases
“In the meantime, we’re doing everything
because it might be needed to soak up future we can to prepare,” Ransdell said.
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Receive
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OFF
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PEOPLE

POLL

Q: What are you doing to
prepare for finals?
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Opinion
EDITORIAL

Katie
Gordon
junior
Mayfield
“I’m getting my assignments
done before I focus on finals
because I have group presentations this week.”

Marcus
Patterson
junior
Middleburg
“Living in the library, eating
and studying.”

Blythe
Wallace
freshman
Henderson
“Studying a lot and starting
early.”

Cole
Hickey
freshman
Louisville
“Gathering all my information for classes and getting
it organized.”
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SUBMISSIONS
The Herald encourages
readers to write letters
and commentaries
on topics of public
interest. Here are a few
guidelines:
1. Letters should not exceed
250 words, and commentaries should be 700-800
words.
2. Originality counts. Please
don’t submit plagiarized
work.
3. For verification, letters and
commentaries MUST include
your name, phone number,
home town and classification
or title.
4. Letters may not run in
every edition due to space.
5. The Herald reserves the
right to edit all letters for
style, grammar, length and
clarity. The Herald does NOT
print libelous submissions.

Minimizing
the harm

State officials must cut as little as
possible from higher education

The issue: An expected shortfall of $1 billion in the state
budget will lead to less funding
for higher education and drastic
cuts to education budgets.
Our view: If they want to
keep from making a bad situation worse, state officials must
be mindful not to cut more from
higher education than is absolutely necessary.
In October 2007, the Kentucky
Council on Postsecondary
Education launched a plan titled
“Double the Numbers.”
The plan detailed five statewide strategies that could be
used to double the number of
people with bachelor’s degrees
by 2020.
The council said they proposed the plan because “increasing bachelor’s degrees is the
quickest, most direct way for
Kentucky to increase its economic prosperity.”
The Herald applauds the
council for recognizing the
most fundamental way to maintain a stable economy or revive
a weakened one.
Whether in good times or
bad, the key to future economic
success rests in the hands of
well-trained college graduates.
The only problem with this
plan is that the state will likely
make up its expected shortfall
by slashing higher education

funds and thereby crippling its
best shot at turning around the
stagnant economy.
While the Herald realizes that cuts to education are
unavoidable in this economic
climate, we hope state officials
will remember that such cuts
have the biggest impact on other
areas affecting state well-being.
Common sense says that
sending unprepared college
graduates into the workplace
wouldn’t be a step toward
improving the budget deficit.
State officials must also realize that there’s not a temporary
fix for this problem.
Correcting such a large
shortfall will take patience and
equal amounts of sacrifice from
all the parties involved.
On the flip side, Western
must start preparing for the
inevitable cuts so it can maximize what money it will get
from the state.
That means prioritizing and
making cuts to areas that will
have the least impact on students and the university’s academic reputation.
An example might be eliminating marginal majors and
minors that only service a handful of students.
The Herald realizes that
some students will invariably
wind up the victims of campus-

wide cuts.
But we can support cuts
made by Western officials as
long as they remember that their
ultimate goal is to serve the best
interests of the students.
Western and state officials
might also have to re-evaluate
their goals in order to account

for the recent economic downturn.
But just because their current
goals aren’t feasible right now
doesn’t mean they should be
totally abandoned.
After all, future generations
cannot be called upon to solve
the problems they’ll face if edu-

cation is continually marginalized and mishandled by state
officials.
That type of approach just
doesn’t add up.
This editorial represents the
majority opinion of the Herald’s
10-member editorial board.

COMMENTARY

Die week, die
STEPHEN MICHAELS
news@chherald.com
I can picture myself next week, Amp
energy drinks sitting all along my desk,
where my papers will be sprawled out
across my MacBook keyboard and my
lap.
My clock will read 2:30 a.m., my hair
will be greasy, my eyelids will be heavy
and my roommate will be yelling my
name to keep me awake.
Why will I and countless other students be in this condition?
What have I been told ever since
grade school by teachers and parents?
To study for whatever test I have a
week before it takes place.
After not paying attention to those
rules in grade school and only partially
getting that concept in high school, I’m
in college, and the one place that I need
to use that advice more than ever, I
can’t.
The answer is simple. It’s because I
was given so many tests this week, the
week before finals.
If this is the picture that you saw
of yourself last semester, and it’s what
you predict to be happening again this
semester during finals week, there is
something that can fix the problem we
share.
The solution is dead week.

Dead week takes place the week
before finals week, which is the week
that we are in right now.
Dead week is something practiced at a
number of universities and colleges, such
as Stanford University, Georgia Tech,
the University of Kentucky, Princeton
and West Virginia University.
Dead week gives students an advantage the week before finals by removing
any chance of a major test or quiz.
This allows for students to have an
entire week of study time, with no other
distractions.
An entire week of study time?
You mean to tell me that students at
the University of Kentucky and Georgia
Tech can relax and focus on their final
exams an entire week before they take
place?
At the moment, I have a major test
this week in two of my classes, and they
are both keeping me from focusing on
the material I will need to know during
my finals.
It seems as if in this day and age, colleges only give students dead ends when
we ask what to do during finals.
We are told not to cram, that we
should get a good night of sleep and eat
a hearty breakfast in the morning.
Been there, done that.
If we study a bit, then get a good
night of sleep and wake up and eat our

eggs, then we are awake and ready to
be tested, but once we get the pencil and
paper in front of us, we learn that our
energy is about to be wasted by filling in
the incorrect bubbles.
If we cram, we stay up until the early
hours of the morning studying, and when
we get to the test we are falling asleep,
and it will lower the grade.
The third option would be to stay
awake all night, studying and getting no
sleep, and that has never yielded good
results for me.
The stress that I and other students
feel because of our last minute chances
to study isn’t healthy or fair.
In fact, a dead week would without a
doubt raise students’ scores.
The higher the student’s score, the
better the professors, students, and university look.
My dream situation would be one
where students all across Western’s
campus can use this week to study in
quiet hours in our rooms.
No stress to complicate our studying,
and plenty of time to understand the
material we need to know.
What would Western’s Student
Government Association have to do to
make this dream a reality?
They would have to pass legislation
that states something similar to the following:

1. Mandatory final examinations in
any course may not be given during Dead Week except for laboratory
courses and for those classes meeting
once a week only and for which there
is no contact during the normal final
exam week.
2. Major course assignments should
be assigned prior to Dead Week, and
any modifications to assignments should
be made in a timely fashion to give
students adequate time to complete the
assignments.
3. Major course assignments should
be due no later than the Friday prior to
Dead Week.
Students should remember that their
academic curriculum is their principle
reason for being at college and they
have a responsibility to study in a
timely fashion throughout the entire
semester.
So why does Western need to jump
on the train and declare the week before
finals a dead week?
So that the students here can have less
stress, yield better results, and feel better
about their performance on their finals.
Who knows, maybe we could all save
some money when we don’t need to pay
for that Amp energy drink.
This commentary does not represent the
opinion of the Herald or the university.

A cartoon strip by Annie Erskine

DISCLAIMER
The opinions expressed
in this newspaper
DO NOT reflect those of
Western’s employees
or of its administration.
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“He wanted a boy. He was really disappointed that it was another girl, but little did
we know that she had the tendency not to be girly.”
— Esther Fiene, a resident of Downers 		
Grove, Ill., said about her late husband

MATT FIELDS-JOHNSON/Herald

Jayray Fiene answers questions for Wes Cotingom at the orientation for the first educational leadership doctoral cohort meeting that took place in the library of Bowling Green Middle School
on Campbell Lane. Fiene is the director of the educational leadership doctoral program and department head of educational administration, leadership and research at Western.

(Left) Fiene mows the lawn at his home off Cemetery road in Bowling
Green last November. The shirt Fiene is wearing is from a print journalism convention he attended but he said he wears it to remind himself to
have a sense of humor about his situation.
(Above) Fiene receives his weekly shot of testosterone from a nurse
at WKU Health Services, a process that Fiene began in June 2008. The
effects of the hormone therapy are much like going through puberty —
his facial hair will thicken, his voice will drop and muscles will become
more defined.
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nder Jayray Fiene’s finger,
a red newborn gazed from
under a hospital blanket. A
nurse took the photo before
Fiene’s mother, Esther Fiene, held her
child for the first time, he said.
The birth incapacitated Esther Fiene
for about two weeks, Jayray Fiene said.
He said this left his father, Raymond
Fiene, to make the choice that would
affect Jayray Fiene the rest of his life.
Jayray Fiene believes that his father
decided his inter-sexed child would
become a girl.
“He wanted a boy,” Esther Fiene,
a resident of Downers Grove, Ill., said
about her late husband. “He was really
disappointed that it was another girl,
but little did we know that she had the
tendency not to be girly.”
Jayray Fiene has no medical proof
that he was born with male and female
sex organs, and he didn’t ask his father
to confirm those suspicions before he
died in 1990.
He said his childhood was proof
enough.
“She never liked frilly things,”
Esther Fiene said. “She liked marbles
and baseball and G.I. Joe and that sort
of thing.”
Jayray Fiene played easily with the
boys in Downers Grove. He gravitated
to his father’s world of Chicago Bears
baseball and patriarchal duty, he said.
“If I thought about knights and
princesses and things, it was about me
saving her, not about him saving me,”
Jayray Fiene said.
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Boys in Jayray Fiene’s teenage years
didn’t seem to mind his gallantry, and
dates came easily in high school.
“I kissed ... but anytime it came
down to actually getting anywhere
close to appendages, I was like ‘Oh my
God, never,’” he said.
But his early discomfort with
intimacy didn’t stop him from
becoming engaged twice.
Jayray Fiene said both relationships
were hopeless, but his determination
to fit the female mold remained even
when the form began to take the
shape of a wedding dress during his
undergraduate career.
He said the failed attempts hurled
him into a confused state marked by
a rejection of female expectations he
couldn’t meet.
Toni Jo Croxton, one of Jayray Fiene’s
roommates during his undergraduate
career at Pittsburgh State University, said
she remembered his masculine dress and
mannerisms, which reached beyond the
boundaries of “tomboy.”
Croxton, a resident of Wakefield, Kan.,
also remembered the moments when
Jayray Fiene’s inner battle surfaced.
“She never seemed comfortable in
her own skin,” she said. “When people
would talk about relationships, every
once in a while, there would be a sense
of not quite knowing how she fit in.”
But Jayray Fiene found his a place
as hero to a princess when he met his
first girlfriend as an undergraduate. He
said he jumped at the chance to assume
a masculine role.
“We played house,” he said. “She
wanted kids so I bought her a cabbage
patch.”
But a man from Jayray Fiene’s
girlfriend’s past entered their game and
ended it with a wedding ring and the

promise of children grown in a womb
instead of purchased in aisle four.
Jayray Fiene began to move past the
relationship when he started teaching
at Wheaton High School outside of
Branson, Mo., in 1986.
But there, after years of attempting
to forget his own femininity, he
experienced a violent reminder.
At 26, Jayray Fiene was raped and
became pregnant.
“When I realized I was pregnant,
I said, ‘Wow, I guess I really am a
female,’” he said.
Thoughts of future questions from his
unborn child haunted Jayray Fiene in the
first weeks of pregnancy, he said.
He paused from telling his story.
His eyes got lost out a window.
“I couldn’t fathom in my wildest
imagination how to tell a child who
finds you years later and asks you why
you didn’t keep them, ‘You weren’t
born out of love. You were born out of
violence,’” he said.
Jayray Fiene terminated his
pregnancy.
He drowned his pain in a new,
sexually irrelevant role—workaholic.
Jayray Fiene said he became
principal of Wheaton at 27, and in
three years the average ACT score
of students rose significantly. But
whispers in the hallway didn’t focus
on his success.
“There had been rumors or thoughts
that I was a guy,” he said. “I watched
my students try and decide if they
should still like and respect me, or hate
me because I might be a guy.”
Softly spoken words began to hit
too hard for Jayray Fiene, and he
left the school to pursue his doctorate
degree in 1992.
“My biggest regret—I copped out
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when I should have stood up,” he said.
“I should have fought that one, but I
didn’t have it in me then.”
After 13 years at Western, though,
he said he was ready.

J

ayray Fiene flipped the pages
of early childhood rhythmically,
but flicks turned to slower
thuds when his adolescent
years appeared. The dresses, tiretread imprints of feminine posturing,
remained in the photos before him.
“The older I got the more unhappy
I look,” he said, grimacing at a teenage
version of himself stuffed in a pink
dress before a high school dance. “I
mean, dear God! Does this look like a
happy person to you?”
But those were easy years, he said.
They were years when friends came
easily and menstruation didn’t start
until age 17.
A new kind of puberty pulled at
Fiene’s 48-year-old body now, an
adult adolescence spurred by injected
testosterone.

J

ayray Fiene sat at his desk in
October pressing his hands
curiously into his arms,
examining new muscles. Gray
window light hit his silvering hair,
slicked back and barely reaching the
nape of his neck. He smirked as his
hands moved to slide down his tie.
His new body was emerging.
Jayray Fiene thought back to the
first part of the unusual adolescence.
He dealt with hallway rumors before
they could become campus gossip.
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“She never seemed
comfortable in her
own skin. When people would talk about
relationships, every
once in a while, there
would be a sense of
not quite knowing how
she fit in.”
— Toni Jo Croxton, one of
Jayray Fiene’s roommates,
said about his mannerisms
“In my mind, I could have lost my
career,” he said about the moment
in August when he decided to tell
Western administrators about his
transformation. “I could have lost my
family, my friends.”
Jayray Fiene’s family found out
after his first hormone shot.
This summer, one of his sisters
asked offhandedly what he wanted for
his birthday, he said.
“I want something that’s going
to cost you more than it ever has,
but it’s not going to cost you any
money,” he said he told his family. “I
want unconditional love and an open
mind.”
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“I started to
tear up. My
sister asked
what was wrong,
and I said ‘I see
me.’ For the first
time since I was
12 or 13 years
old I can look
at me.”

6A

Esther Fiene said a stunned silence
hit the room first, but not one tear fell
as Jayray Fiene explained.
“I had no idea at all,” she said.
“Even as a parent I didn’t see it. I never
thought about those things.”
Jayray Fiene’s sister Janice Osowski,
a resident of Westmont, Ill., said she
couldn’t have predicted his birthday
wish either.
“She’d been my sister from the day
she was born and it was hard to think
about it and say that she would be my
brother,” Osowski said.
But she said her mother and other
two sisters had no problem granting the
birthday wish. In their eyes, nothing
had changed.
“I feel unconditional love from my
family for the first time,” Jayray Fiene
said. “I suspect it was always there. I just
wasn’t open to it. If I couldn’t give it to
myself, how could I get it from others?”
In August he began explaining
his transformation to people in his
professional world, including President
Gary Ransdell.
Jayray Fiene said that Ransdell
immediately had a question.
“He said, ‘Isn’t that going to hurt?’”
Jayray Fiene said. “I said, ‘Yes it does—
it does hurt, but the amazing thing is you
recover, and it doesn’t hurt anymore.’”
Ransdell said he supports Jayray
Fiene in his transformation but declined
to comment further for the story.
Jayray Fiene said his co-workers in
the education department astounded
him with their similar support.
He said he informed about 50 people
including Western and public school
employees about the transformation,
and not one responded negatively.
Jayray Fiene’s eyelids dropped,
releasing a slow tear, when he recalled
this unlikely statistic. No other
recollection had made him cry.
After creating open lines of
communication, Jayray Fiene said he
ventured into one of the most dreaded
parts of the awkward transformation
years—the locker room.
In November, deciding which locker
room to use in the gym presented a
problem.
Jayray Fiene said his suits, strong
jaw and short hair offended women
who believed a man had entered their
private quarters, and the tight clothing
concealing a female chest concerned
the men who wondered if a woman had
entered their locker room.
Discouraged by constant stares, Jayray
Fiene said he stopped going to the gym.
But he didn’t lose the opportunity
for male bonding presented in the
dressing room.
“Some of my colleagues now are
coaching me like a big brother or big
guy in the locker room, much like you
do for one another as younger men,” he
said last fall.
Bud Schlinker, associate professor
of education administration, leadership
and research, was one of those men.
“She didn’t know you could buy
pants and jackets separately,” he

MATT FIELDS-JOHNSON/Herald

Jayray Fiene catches up with long-time friend Jody Wheeler after the Sunday service at Holy Trinity Lutheran Church off
Nashville Road. Fiene has remained an active member of the church throughout this process, however, church doctrine
prevents him from leadership roles and hormone therapy has changed his voice so much that he can no longer hit the
high soprano notes in the church choir.
said about the first time he discussed
masculine dress with Jayray Fiene.
Schlinker gave Jayray Fiene a few
ties and told him about best places in
town to buy menswear.
“It’s not like you women think,”
he said. “You don’t need nine sports
coats. You just need two.”
Jayray Fiene said his fashion
transition went as smoothly as his new
morning shaves, but sharp cracks in his
slowly changing voice made Sunday
mornings more difficult.
He said his high soprano voice used
to stand out clearly in his church choir as
he experienced his faith through song.
But late this fall Jayray Fiene could
no longer beg his tenor voice to hit
soprano notes.
“Several people came up and
expressed how much they missed my
voice,” he said. “While I knew people
meant it flatteringly, it was painful.”
This was the first change to catch
Jayray Fiene off guard, he said. He
squinted his eyes as he remembered the
feeling of loss, looking like a high school
basketball player after his final game.
“This is not a choice,” he said. “It’s
an action, and I was ready to accept the
consequences.”
It wasn’t the first religious sacrifice
Jayray Fiene made for his choice to
undergo a sex change, he said.
He and the pastor of Holy Trinity
Lutheran Church, the Rev. Robert
Weldon, decided he should step down
from his church leadership roles,
including his position on the church’s
school board, Weldon said.
He said Jayray Fiene’s situation is
different than most transgender people
because Jayray Fiene believes he is
correcting the human decision of his father
rather than changing his God-given sex.
“Normally it would have been

something that was seen as sinful behavior
in need of repentance, but, in this case, it
was more of a counseling situation than a
condemnation,” Weldon said.
He said he welcomed Jayray Fiene to
stay and worship with the church. But,
because transsexuality is ultimately
against church doctrine, he can’t have
leadership roles.
“If there’s something that appears
to be inappropriate or contrary to the
confession of the church, then, for the
sake of the church and those that do
not understand, there needs to be a
stepping aside,” he said.
Jayray Fiene continued attending
the church, repeating the same prayer
at every mass.
“Your will, your way,” he said
he prayed in January, placing his
transformation in the hands of God.
Jayray Fiene had recently selected
the surgeon to perform the first part of
his transformation.
Dr. Gary Alter’s tight schedule and
Beverly Hills location, however, stalled
Jayray Fiene’s hopes of completing
surgery before the summer.
“Your will, your way,” he repeated.
Four months later, Jayray Fiene’s
phone rang. Alter had a cancellation
and called him to fill the spot.

J

ayray Fiene reached the pictures
in the album of himself after
completing his doctorate.
His sisters had suggested he
take glamour shots to celebrate his
achievement. He sat under bright lights
with his hands daintily curled under
his chin and sequins reflecting on his
rouged checks.
“God, they really look like drag queen

photos,” Jayray Fiene said. “I really
never liked them but I always thought it
was because my teeth were crooked.”
He said he didn’t take many pictures
after those and few pages remained in
his book.
But there was space for a few future
photos.

J

ayray Fiene said he had been
attending therapy sessions with
Lisa Beavers, a certified sex
therapist and gender specialist,
since January 2008 to prepare for his
transition.
All transgendered people must
attend therapy and live as their chosen
sex for a year before a surgeon will
perform genital reassignment surgery,
Beavers said.
After that point, she allows patients
to determine when they are ready, she
said.
“They are driving the bus, and I’m
on the journey with them,” Beavers
said. “It’s not my job to give anyone
permission.”
Jayray Fiene’s first surgery, a
double mastectomy, removed breast
tissue and sculpted his chest into a
more masculine physique, he said.
The second surgery, a metaidoioplasty,
will reshape his female genitalia by
creating a small penis and inserting
testicular implants, he said.
He recalled the prayer that had
become his mantra before he boarded a
plane to California where Alter
performed the first operation on April
10, he said.
Alter, assistant clinical professor
of plastic surgery at UCLA, said he
performs about 45 female to male
transsexual surgeries each year.

— Jayray Fiene, director of
the educational leadership
doctoral program, said after
his operation
Jayray Fiene emerged from surgery
one mostly painless step further in his
transformation.
“The reality is it’s surface,” he said.
“It’s just skin and tissue.”
But what Jayray Fiene saw when he
looked in the mirror for the first time
after surgery went much deeper than
skin and tissue, he said.
“I started to tear up,” he said about
looking at his bruised body. “My sister
asked what was wrong, and I said ‘I see
me.’ For the first time since I was 12 or
13 years old I can look at me.”

J

ayray Fiene pointed to one of the
last pictures in the album. His
father stood smiling and looking
remarkably like the son he never
knew he had.
Jayray Fiene didn’t know then that
this summer he will close his album,
throw away his remaining female
clothes, pack less than nine sports
jackets and take a position at California
State University, San Bernardino.
There, no one will struggle with
pronouns, he said. He won’t have to
wonder what bathroom to use or what
people will think of his new suit.
Western allowed Jayray Fiene to
transform into himself, but California
will allow him to live as himself, he
said.
Jayray Fiene considered the picture
of his father one more time before
tucking away the photos of himself as
a female.
“There’s my dad looking really
goofy in a bow-tie,” he said, smiling
wide. Then he considered the fashion
statement more seriously. “I don’t
think I’ll ever wear a bow-tie.”

MATT FIELDS-JOHNSON/Herald

Fiene meets with students he oversees in a cooperative doctoral dissertation group in his own home after serving them a chili dinner. Fiene tries very hard to have a personal relationship
with all of his students and keep a lighthearted learning environment.
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Retired assistant Two Western students indicted
professor dies
EMILY ULBER
news@chherald.com

MARIANNE HALE
news@chherald.com

t

Friends remember James
Morris Bingham of Bowling
Green as a feisty character.
Bingham, who was a
67-year-old retired assistant
geography professor, died
Saturday, May 2 at Greenview
Regional Hospital, said Eddie
Smith, manager of J.C. Kirby
Lovers Lane Chapel.
Bingham was born Sept. 2,
1941, Smith said.
Western hired Bingham
as a geography professor in
1965, said David Keeling,
the geography and geology
department head. Bingham
went into transitional retirement
in 2007.
He said Bingham was an
“old school” professor who
encouraged students to get
involved in their education.
Keeling,
who
was

Bingham’s department head
for eight years, said he and
Bingham shared an interest
in regional planning and
transportation research.
He said Bingham was a lot
of fun, with a sense of humor.
Keeling said Bingham worked
well with students.
He said Bingham had been
in and out of the hospital before
going into intensive care last
month.
The chapel will host
Bingham’s visitations 5 p.m. to
8 p.m. today and from 4 p.m.
to 6 p.m. tomorrow, said Ryan
Mestas, assistant manager for
the chapel.
The funeral service will
be at 6 p.m. Wednesday so
Bingham’s Western colleagues
can attend, Mestas said.
The Herald couldn’t reach
Bingham’s family for comment
on this story.

Two Western students were indicted
last week by a Warren County grand
jury.
Marion sophomore Adam Attia
and
Charles Groves, a freshman
from Hartsville, Tenn., were indicted
Wednesday, April 29.
Attia’s court date has been set
for May 22, according to the county
clerk’s office. Officials declined to
provide information about Groves’
court date.
Attia was arrested and taken to the
Warren County Regional Jail on Feb.
22. He was charged with possession of
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Colley said the food court
is a good addition to campus
dining because it’s convenient
and provides new options.
Popeye’s is the most
popular, Colley said.
He said it’s the first

marijuana and drug paraphernalia and
trafficking a controlled substance within
1,000 yards of a school, according to
the jail inmate directory.
He was also arrested in May 2007 and
charged with possession of marijuana,
according to the directory.
According to an arrest report provided
by Barry Pruitt, public information
officer for the Bowling Green Police
Department, officers responded to a
call on Feb. 22 about a loud party at the
Registry Apartments.
When the officers arrived at the
Registry, they immediately smelled
marijuana and searched the residence,
according to the report.
Officers attempted to check all of

Popeye’s franchise on a
college campus in the U.S.
It’s also the only Popeye’s
in Bowling Green, according
to the Popeye’s Web site.
Students like Zoca’s
because it’s similar to Izzi’s
in the Garrett Food Court, he
said.
Colley said they’re different
brands, so the menus weren’t
the same, but dining services

the rooms in the apartment, according
to the report. Room “C,” Attia’s room,
was locked.
A property manager unlocked Attia’s
door after Attia refused to unlock the
door, according to the report. Attia also
refused to let the officers search his
room without a warrant.
After obtaining a search warrant
from District Judge Sam Potter, officers
seized rolling papers, a digital scale, a
marijuana pipe and about 70.5 grams of
marijuana from Attia’s room, according
to the report.
Groves, who was charged with
assault, wasn’t listed in the Bowling
Green Police Department’s records,
Pruitt said.

made the menus more similar
because of student feedback.
He said Edy’s provides
an option that wasn’t offered
before.
Frankfort
sophomore
Jason Nsafoah, who lives in
Keen Hall, said he prefers to
eat at Fresh Food Company
and Subway in Downing
University Center because
they offer more and healthier

options.
He said he’s eaten at the
Tower Food Court a few times
when he doesn’t want to walk
to DUC.
Osborne said officials
will add a dining location
to Snell Hall, at the top of
the hill, when the building
opens in the fall. He’s not
sure if other locations will
be added.

News brief

Academy student
receives SMART
scholarship

Rachel Bowman, an Academy
of Math and Science student
from Murray, was awarded a
scholarship worth more than
$250,000 from the Department
of Defense, according to a
Western press release.
Bowman was awarded the
Science, Mathematics and
Research for Transformation
scholarship,
or
SMART

scholarship, according to the
press release.
The scholarship will pay for
Bowman’s full tuition and books
at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology. Bowman will seek
a bachelor’s degree in chemical
engineering at MIT after she
graduates from the Academy
this month, according to the
press release.
She is the first Western
student to get the award,
according to the press release.
–Marianne Hale

Get your copy of
the Herald every
Tuesday and
Thursday
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Backpacker Magazine, the authority on outdoor adventure, is
bringing its widely celebrated Get Out More Tour to Bowling
Green, KY on Thurs., May 7th. The Tour’s renowned team
members, Randy and Sheri Propster, will visit Bowling Green as
the tour makes its way to 55 venues in 31 states, inspiring more
than 55,000 hikers and backpackers to get out and explore the
great outdoors!

Thursday, May 7th at 6:00 PM
Nat’s Outdoor Sports

Randy and Sheri Propster, Get Out More Tour Hosts

Free!

FOR ALL YOUR

For more information, go to
www.backpacker.com/getoutmore

EATERS

The Get Out More team is offering in-depth, 60 minute
presentations at retail locations, festivals, and college campuses
across the country, inspiring both the expert and beginner with their
seasoned advice.

FAST
((

((

Informative and fun presentations will cover a range of topics
including:

• Gear

• Survival Skills

• Basic Backpacking

Giveaways at each retail location will offer participants the chance to
win the latest in outdoor gear and apparel, worth hundreds of dollars!

1916 RUSSELLVILLE RD.
270.393.8884

In Hartland on Scottsvile Rd.

1121 WilkinsonTrace
Bowling Green, KY

270-842-6211

FREAKY3.@A
FAST1296C2?F
DELIVERY!
3?2.8F

www.natsoutdoor.com

% 76::F 7<5;´@ 3?.;056@2 990 .99 ?645A@ ?2@2?C21
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Ride a bike to campus?
New Parking Policy

Beginning
August 15th
www.wku.edu/transportation

Adviser
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After graduation and a few
odd jobs, Redmon got his break.
A scout saw him playing in a
recreational league and told the
St. Louis Cardinals’ coaches
about Redmon’s potential,
Redmon said.
He played professional
baseball for the Cardinals’ farm
team in Johnson City, Tenn.,
and then in Sioux City, Iowa,
from 1940 until 1941, he said.
He said his life changed
when he enlisted in the Army
Air Forces in 1942. He served
in India with the Air Service
Command, locating whatever
parts were necessary to keep
planes operating, he said.
Being stationed had its upsides
for Redmon. He played baseball
with people in his unit. He said
there was a general who needed
to meet requirements concerning
flight-time. That general would
fly him and his buddies to other
places in India in order to play
baseball with other servicemen.
The closest he came to real
danger during the war was

when he couldn’t get on a ship
to go to India because it was
overcrowded. That ship was the
HMT Rohna, which was sunk
on its voyage, killing more than
1,000 men. Redmon and his
unit were put on a train and
they left from Bizerte, Tunisia,
instead, he said.
The event caused a great
change in how Redmon thought.
“There’s a time when you
… kind of look at what the
situation was, the whole thing
you went through, and you
think … how lucky I was to be
back home again,” he said. “I
think it was a change in my life
as far as what I believe about
the hereafter and so forth. I
thought that maybe there was
something God wanted me to
do, keep me around for a while.
That’s how I got into the school
business. I could probably help
more people as a teacher than I
could any other way.”
He returned to his home in
Louisville in December 1945.
He had heard about the G.I. bill
from a friend, and he decided
that he would go to Western in
the fall of 1946.
“My brother said, ‘Why wait
‘til fall?’” Redmon said. “That

was the best thing that ever
happened to me, I guess. I came
down to Western to go to school
on the G.I. bill.”
He was an English major with
minors in physical education
and history.
He pitched for Western’s
baseball team. His wife, Anne
Redmon, 83, recalls going to
see him at games.
“It was fun, especially when
he was pitching,” she said. “I
watched him most every time
they had a game.”
After he graduated in August
1948, Redmon got his first
teaching job at Vine Grove High
School. He taught health and
physical education and coached
basketball, baseball and cross
country. Redmon continued to
play baseball in a recreational
league.
Four years later, he was
promoted to assistant principal.
After earning his master’s
degree, he was hired as principal
of Hopkinsville High School
in 1958. That’s when Redmon
took one for the team.
He stopped coaching when
he left Vine Grove High School
— he never coached again.
He said that he had a family

to support and that coaching
wasn’t a lucrative job. He was
principal for eight years.
In 1966, Redmon and his
family moved to Bowling Green
to take a job as principal of
Bowling Green High School.
Redmon retired in 1976, 10
years after moving to Bowling
Green.
He said he wishes he could
have had a baseball career, but
that he made the decisions he
needed to make in order to
support his family.
Redmon said he enjoys
visiting with his family,
especially his grandchildren.
“I have nine grandkids,” he
said. “That’s the sweetener on
the cake. They are my favorite
relatives.”
One of his grandsons, Jack
Marshall, a 22-year-old from
Louisville, said the two used to
go fishing or bowling often, but
now they can’t.
“Usually we just hang
out and watch a ball game,”
Marshall said.
Redmon keeps busy, but
he misses baseball. But as the
weather gets more predictable,
he will be back out to see the
Toppers more often.

Benefits

to their downtown and were
sparks that helped to stimulate
additional investment.”
The addition of the ballpark
also means a few new jobs.
The Hot Rods will employ
20-25 year-round staffers and
between 75-100 people during
the season.
The ballpark can also double
as concert venues as well as
public forums.
The addition of the ballpark
doesn’t come without some
risks, however, but those risks
could be worth taking, Walker
said.
“If the redevelopment project
does not go forward, there are
some risks,” Walker said, “But
I think it’s a calculated risk
because (the ballpark) is helping
to spur the redevelopment.
So if we can create the kind
of redevelopment that we are
hoping to, it will actually pay
for itself.”
Owner Art Solomon is one

of the main reasons why Walker
is confident that the Hot Rods
can continue to be successful,
both on the field and in the
community.
Solomon has proven that he
knows how to create family
entertainment and commit to a
community, Walker said.
Solomon is also the proud
owner of another minor league
team called the New Hampshire
Fisher Cats.
Out of all of the owners that
Walker has talked to over the
years, she considers Solomon to
be the “number one draft pick”
of owners.
Hot Rods General Manager
Brad Taylor couldn’t be reached
for comment.
The Hot Rods will play
58 games at Bowling Green
Ballpark before the season’s
end, giving businesses more
time to potentially continue to
reap the benefits they’ve seen
early in the season.

Continued
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In a struggling economy,
the more people who choose to
spend their money in Bowling
Green, the better.
Mayor Elaine Walker
said she spent time looking
into how other cities used
the implementation of a new
sports team to benefit their city,
especially in times when the
cities were trying to revitalize
themselves.
“What I discovered was that
those local governments seemed
to believe that these were the
driving forces behind their
redevelopment,” Walker said.
“In Louisville, Lexington,
Gary, Ind., and some of the
other cities’ mayors I have
spoken to all have said that
these were wonderful additions

“Top 5% in the nation for Quality.”
Because we’ve got Great,
QUALITY People.

At OMHS, we’ve always believed that our 3,000+ team
members are among the best caregivers available – Anywhere.
And, according to a 2009 national study conducted by HealthGrades,
a leading healthcare ratings company, OMHS ranks among the Top 5% of hospitals in
the nation for quality care.
Our focus has always been one thing: delivering the best patient care we can.
It’s a commitment, a passion – one shared by everyone in our organization.
At OMHS, we’ve got great, quality people who are helping to grow our regional
medical center in Kentucky. Come join us, where we offer comprehensive benefits,
tuition reimbursement and self-scheduling.

To join the Quality team of nurses at OMHS, visit us at omhs.org.
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Seniors
Continued

from sports page

“It was great, it was fun, and
I had a good time,” Wamsley
said. “I came in here and saw
the line-up and saw my name on
there and thought, ‘Well, you
know, I’m going to do whatever
I can to help us get a win.’”
Wamsley’s single started
off a three-run inning that gave
Western a 6-0 lead, which he said
was especially important because
there was the possibility that the
game would be called after five
innings because of rain.
“We knew that after five, it
was official, so we knew we
had to come out early and get
on top of them early,” Wamsley
said. “We did a good job. Our
offense swung well.”
The six seniors finished
8-for-19 with eight total runs
scored on Sunday, while senior
pitchers Evan Teague and Ben
Paxton combined to hold the
Trojans scoreless and hitless in
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1.1 innings of relief.
to win on their last game at
Because the last senior, home,” he said. “It was huge to
pitcher Chad Adcock, pitched get the sweep here at home for
two scoreless innings in the seniors.”
Friday night’s 12-4 win, junior
The Toppers are now on top
pitcher Shane Cameron started of the Sun Belt by two and a
Sunday’s game.
half games, after second-place
Cameron said he took some Middle Tennessee State lost
good-natured teasing from the two of three weekend games to
seniors because of
third-place Troy.
the start.
“We needed
“It’s all jokes,
to win all three of
but I’m just glad I
these ball games
went out there and
to put ourselves
threw strikes and
in a position
got us the win,” he
to
win
the
said.
regular season
Cameron struck
championship,”
out a careerFinwood said.
high eight batters
“We
pitched
in 5.2 innings
it well. We
pitched, taking a
defended it well
no-hitter into the
and had a lot of
sixth inning but
big hits, so we
giving up two
— Shane Cameron were able to
runs off two hits
put pressure on
Junior pitcher them.”
with two outs in
the inning.
The Toppers
“There at the end, I got a will travel to Louisianalittle tired, but I just wanted to Lafayette for a three-game
come out and throw strikes and series beginning at 6 p.m. on
give the seniors the best chance Friday.

“There at the
end, I got tired,
but I just wanted
to come out and
throw strikes and
give the seniors
the best chance
to win on their last
game at home.”

Final
Continued

from sports page

“The playing conditions
continued to deteriorate with
all of the rain that had been
going on throughout the week
and added rain that day,” Perry
said. “It never really broke,
and it was only getting a little
bit worse. We decided to call
the game so nobody would get
hurt.”
The Lady Toppers celebrated
senior day on Sunday, before
their last home series of the
season against MTSU.
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Perry said that she was
pleased with the team’s
performance on Saturday.
“I thought it was a good
weekend,” Perry said. “I think
the team came out ready to play.
They really love our seniors.
They have a lot of respect for
our seniors and you could really
see that (on Saturday).”
With
the
Sun
Belt
Tournament up next on the
schedule, Antone said that the
team is ready to play.
“This is what you work
toward all year,” Antone said.
“(You work) to play in this
tournament and win it. We’re
ready, and we’ve been ready
for a few weeks now. We’ve all

CYAN MEGENTA YELLOW BLACK

been talking about it, and we’re
just looking forward to a good
turnout at the tournament.”
Not only are their aspirations
for a Sun Belt championship
but Perry said that they are
looking for a bid to the NCAA
tournament.
“That is always a goal no
matter what your record looks
like or how your season starts
or ends,” Perry said. “You’re
always looking to go to postseason play.”
The Lady Toppers travel today
to Denton, Texas, for the Sun
Belt Conference Tournament.
Their first scheduled game is
against South Alabama at 3 p.m.
tomorrow.
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BASEBALL

Downtown
businesses
feel benefits
of Hot Rods
RYAN CAREY
sports@chherald.com
Since its opening home
game, the Bowling Green Hot
Rods are breaking even with
their 12-12 record, but Bowling
Green’s downtown square is
alive and well.
The simple presence of
the Hot Rods as well as its
8-8 record since its debut at
the Bowling Green Ballpark
on April 17, has brought new
patrons to the businesses that
surround the ballpark.
Warren County’s State
Representative Jim DeCesare
said he knows that when the
decision was made to bring
the ballpark to Bowling Green,
there were some nay-sayers
who didn’t believe that it would
survive, but since the team
arrived, he has heard positive
news all around.
See BENEFITS,

page
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SOFTBALL

Lady Toppers
see final regular
season series
cut short
RANDALL REARDEN
sports@chherald.com
The members of Western’s
softball team had their final
series of the regular season
cut short by three innings on
Sunday.
While the Lady Toppers
were down 4-3 in the middle
of the fourth, junior first
baseman Lindsay Antone said
that she believes that the Lady
Toppers weren’t affected by the
unfinished game.
“I don’t think it mattered,”
Antone said. “We didn’t start
off so well in that last game.
I think that if the game had
been finished, we definitely
would have won. Even though
we ended the game, it really
ended on a high note because
we were starting to come back.
I don’t think it is going to have
an effect on us.”
Despite the game eventually
being cancelled, the Lady
Toppers still came away with
a series sweep with wins of 7-2
and 11-3 on Saturday.
With the wins, Western
moved to 32-17 on the season
and 14-9 in Sun Belt Conference
play.
Coach Tyra Perry said that it
wasn’t an issue to have the game
called off and that it was good
for the team to get some time
off before they head to the Sun
Belt Conference Tournament in
Denton, Texas.
See FINAL,

page
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EMILY-ROSE BENNETT/Herald

At age 87 Chester Redmon attends nearly every Western baseball game. “You know the story of Barnabas in the Bible? He was an encourager. I’m like Barnabas,”
Redmon said. Redmon used to pitch for Western in the 1940s, losing only one home game in three years. Redmon is impressed with Western’s current team. “I’m very
proud of those boys,” he said.

Adviser, encourager, teacher
Former Western player, school principal spends time with baseball team
BRITTANY ANDERSON
sports@chherald.com
At the age of 87, Chester Redmon of Bowling
Green has once again earned his spot in Western’s
dugout. Redmon cheers on the team, telling stories
and giving advice, coach Chris Finwood said.
“He brings our guys fruit a lot of the time —
you know, apples and oranges,” Finwood said.
“And it’s really nice. He’s met just about every
player on our team, so it’s just good to see him
out here — he’s a big baseball fan and a big
supporter.”
Redmon used to enjoy a range of hobbies,
including golf, but now he watches it on TV. Much
like baseball.
About 7 or 8 years ago, Redmon noticed that
he was having tremors in his hands. He went to

the doctor and was diagnosed with Parkinson’s
disease.
He hasn’t completely resigned himself to the
bench, though. He goes to Western baseball games
when it’s warm.
“Baseball is not a bad-weather sport,” he said.
“It’s for summertime, really.”
Finwood said that having him around is really
great.
“I tell him all the time he’s never in our way,”
he said. “And he always thinks he is, you know, but
he’s not. And we just like having him out here.”
Senior catcher J.B. Paxson said that having
Redmon at games and practices means a lot to the
players.
“It’s always good to see him there — I think
each and every guy knows who he is and it’s
important to us to have him around when he

See ADVISER,

page
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BASEBALL

Seniors’ contributions
finish off Trojans, 12-2

SARAH HYMAN
sports@chherald.com

Leading off the fourth inning in
Sunday’s 12-2 win over Arkansas LittleRock, senior catcher C.J. Wamsley hit a
single to right field, slipping on the muddy
base path and flopping onto first base.
Though Wamsley’s single may have
appeared less than impressive because
of its awkward end, the senior class
left no doubt that Western deserved its
series sweep of the Trojans, outscoring
them 30-11 on the weekend.
“He made the all-Madden team with
that one,” coach Chris Finwood said of
Wamsley’s fall. “That was beautiful. It

GET INSIDE THE GAME

was neat that we got the lead in order
to get him that extra at-bat, and he got
a hit for us.”
All six senior position players started
for the Toppers (35-12, 19-5 Sun Belt
Conference) in Sunday’s senior day
game, including Wamsley, who got his
first start of the season and just the 23rd
in his four-year career.
Though Wamsley was pulled for
a pinch runner after his single and
eventually replaced with sophomore
catcher Matt Rice, he said he enjoyed
the chance to start in front of Western’s
fans one last time.
See SENIORS,

Become a follower of chheraldsports
for breaking news and updates.

@ WKUHERALD.COM

page

JACOB HILL/Herald

Freshman catcher Casey Dykes rushes for home, scoring one of the 12 runs in
Western’s game against University of Arkansas at Little Rock.
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comes,” he said.
Senior left-fielder Matt Hightower said that
Redmon is like a part of the team when he comes
to games and practices.
“It reminds us where this program has come
from … all of the great tradition that WKU has,”
Hightower said.
Redmon played baseball growing up, while
stationed overseas and in college. He also coached
early in his career as a teacher.
Though he no longer plays or formally coaches,
he is still an avid baseball fan.
He started playing baseball in a church league
when he was 9, he said. The individual aspect of
the game drew him to it. He played at Louisville
Male High School.

MEN’S BASKETBALL

Reporter David Harten attended the men’s
basketball banquet on Monday night.
CHHTOPPERTALK.WORDPRESS.COM

ON THURSDAY ...

The Herald takes a look back at the
year that was in Western sports.

DAYLEG ON WATCH LIST

Senior shortstop Terrence Dayleg was
recently named to the Brooks Wallace Award
watch list. The Wallace Award honors the country’s best shortstop.
Dayleg has committed just seven errors this
season with a .965 fielding percentage, and
offensively is hitting .335 this season.

STUDENT NEWS. FACULTY NEWS. ALUMNI NEWS. ALL NEWS. YOUR NEWS.
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WHAT’S YOUR STORY?

Go time.

BRENDAN SULLIVAN/Herald

Austin Ashford, a freshman from Oakland, Calif., also known as “Benn Broox,” is the CEO and President of the group Phresh Pham. The entertainment group performs a mixture of poetry, comedy, rap and
dance. Ashford and the group just returned from preforming at the Spectrum in Louisville during Derby Weekend. “Performing is my passion,” Ashford said. “I enjoy it 100 percent.”

Young poet finds new home in Bowling Green

ANGELA OLIVER
diversions@chherald.com
Austin Ashford, a freshman from
Oakland, Calif., stood on the stairs of his
friend’s house, playfully teasing the camera
as the flash illuminated the porch.
“I could do this all day,” he said.
“Hopefully, I’ll get used to doing it more.”
Ashford, a boastful, gregarious young
man, is no stranger to fame. The nationally
acclaimed poet has performed in numerous
poetry competitions including “Youth
Speaks” and with groups, such as the San
Francisco Team featured on HBO’s new
series “Brave New Voices.”
“I don’t call myself a poet, I’m more of a
storyteller,” Ashford said.

Originally recruited for Western’s
forensics team, Ashford admitted that
collegiate forensics was more than he could
handle and was suspended from the team.
“I was missing practices, but in doing
that, I finally got to see and experience the
fun things about being here,” he said.
With his new free time, Ashford
reinstated Phresh Pham, an entertainment
group comprised of comedians, rappers,
dancers and other poets he met on campus.
His group of friends back home used to have
the same name.
Though the group has an independent
music video and hosts parties for Western
students, they decided to host “Phresh Mic,”
an open mic night that takes place at Lil
Redz once a month.

“Open mic night is the biggest thing we
have,” Ashford said. “It’s not a typical party.
Poetry isn’t that popular, so to be able to get
so many people interested in it ... there’s a
certain feeling.”
Still lingering off the high of performing
at the Spectrum during Kentucky Derby
weekend, Ashford is anticipating his next
move with Phresh Pham—a 27-city tour
offer beginning at the end of June, with stops
in Indianapolis and Chicago.
“I’m nervous. I’ve done plenty of shows,
but this is such a higher level, in front of
crowds I’ve never seen before,” he said.
The youngest of four, Ashford said
he always felt a need to argue his case.
When excelling on not-so-promising varsity
football and basketball teams in high school

wasn’t enough, he used that energy to rattle
his teachers.
“You could say I was a smart-ass,” he
said. “I protested everything, but it worked
for me one day.”
During a 10th grade history exam, instead
of completing the test, Ashford, a selfproclaimed history buff, wrote a poem on
the back of the paper about how awful he
thought the teacher was. But his teacher
wasn’t upset. He urged Ashford to enter a
poetry contest in exchange for finishing the
class.
“He saw a talent in me I never knew that
I had,” Ashford said. “We’re still in touch
now.”
See POET,

page
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Film festival provides venue
for amateurs, professionals
ANGELA OLIVER
diversions@chherald.com
At each entrance of the
Downing University Center,
a large vertical banner greets
passers-by, donning the WKU
Film Festival details.
In the sparsely populated
DUC theater, students and
filmmakers gathered to view
student films and a professional
feature. Monday night’s feature
was Nashville producer/director
Zac Adams’ documentary about
a sinister spirit that haunted
the Bell family of Robertson
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County, Tenn., in the early
1800s.
The film festival, established
in 1995 by professor and
independent filmmaker Cory
Lash, is different every year.
“Students needed an outlet for
their work beyond just turning it
in and getting a grade,” Lash
said.
The free event was open
to all filmmakers, including
students,
amateurs
and
professionals. The films are
chosen in the spring and
the entrants are eligible for
awards. Each day this week,

seminars will take place in
Mass Media and Technology
Hall room 232, facilitated by
professional filmmakers. Nine
students, chosen by Lash, will
even get the chance to pitch a
television show, of any genre,
to industry judges. At 7 p.m.
each night in DUC Theater,
there will be film screenings
followed by featured guests’
films and Q & A.
This year’s film categories
include narrative, animation
and short films.
See FESTIVAL,

page
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KALA DIAMOnD/Herald

Zac Adams (left) and Bill Cornelius answer audience questions after a screening of their film The
Bell Witch Legend at Downing University Center Theater during the Western Film Festival. In its 15th
year, the festival will run through Friday screening student and professional work.
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Forum tonight on death penalty
COLE CLAYBOURN
news@chherald.com
Western students will get to
debate the death penalty at a
forum Tuesday.
The forum will take place
at 6 p.m. in Cherry Hall
Auditorium.
Kate Miller, program associate for the American Civil
Liberties Union of Kentucky,
said more than 130 people
have been found innocent after
being on death row in the last
30 years.
She said the statistic is one
of the reasons why the ACLU
is sponsoring the forum.
“It’s really important to get
people thinking about the death
penalty,” Miller said.
Elizabethtown
sophomore Nick Asher, a member
of Americans for Informed

Festival

Continued

from diversions page

Past categories have included
music videos and documentaries
and though student short films
are usually the main premieres,
popular feature-length films
have screened at the Western
Film Festival, including Gregg
Hale’s “The Blair Witch
Project” and Jefferson Moore’s
“The Perfect Stranger.”
Lash said he thinks
of the festival as a regional
invitational.
“We accept entries from
people in the Kentucky,
Indiana, Tennessee region,” he
said. “And when we support
festivals in those areas, they
support us.”
Western has a notable list
of alumni in the film industry.
And many of them, like 2002
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Democracy, said there are
many different opinions about
the death penalty.
“Some people aren’t as well
rounded about it as they could
be,” he said. “So this forum can
help educate them.”
Miller said students are welcome to go and voice any opinions about the death penalty.
Randall Wheeler, a former public defender with
the Department of Public
Advocacy, said the forum is
also being sponsored to educate students on the negatives
of the death penalty.
Wheeler and Miller will be
panelists at the forum, according to the event’s Facebook
group.
Wheeler, who spent 25
years working on death penalty cases, said it’s more costly
to execute a criminal than to

sentence them to life without
parole.
He said a large amount of
money is spent because of the
complexity of the process, and
that the rest of the world is
abandoning the death penalty.
“There’s an increasing consensus that the death penalty is
not needed,” he said.
Wheeler said the ACLU
sponsored a similar forum
earlier this year at Murray
State University that was well
attended by students.
Lexington junior Greg
Capillo said it’s important that
students are informed about the
death penalty.
“We’re part of a generation
that’s incredibly politically
active,” he said. “We’re going
to be the people running things
in the future, so we need to be
educated on issues like this.”

graduate Ken Cravens, return
to encourage the students
who sit in the seats they once
occupied.
“I get excited around this
time of year,” Cravens said.
“Students just get more creative.
I see improvements every year
and I’m blown away.”
Cravens, a Lexington native
moved to Los Angeles after
graduation and has returned to
the Western Film Festival every
year since.
Dressed in a faded black
button-down shirt and black
pants, Cravens didn’t “go
Hollywood,” a fact he’s proud
of. He speaks softly, but
excitedly, his face illuminating
as he talks about his experience
in the film production industry.
Though he has worked with
mainstream companies including
Disney, Lionsgate, MTV and
Universal, Cravens said he
prefers simplicity, reflecting

on his adolescent summers in
Bowling Green riding motor
bikes by the water.
“In L.A., everything is
different,” he said. “It’s entirely
possible to lose your objective
and blow your head up.”
But by working constantly
and “being good to the craft,”
Cravens remains focused.
His newest film “In a Spiral
State” is Thursday night’s
feature. And he said he’s looking
forward to it.
“I love talking to the students
and answering questions because
I can still easily connect to
where they are,” Cravens said.
“I’m super-Indie and art house.
I love stream-of-consciousness
kinds of films and you can find
that in places you’ve never
expected ... Western students
have just that.”

Poet
Continued

from diversions page

A long way from home,
Ashford said he gets homesick.
And missing his 50-year-old
mother’s college graduation,
as well as not being home
for Mother’s Day makes the
distance seem farther.
“My family is very
supportive, though,” he said.
“They know how much I love
poetry, so they forgive me.”
Growing up in a low-income
situation, Ashford values family.
And friendship.
Benn Broox, his stage name,
is the name of his best friend
who committed suicide four
years ago.
“I inherited a lot from him,
he was like my teacher, my
inspiration,” Ashford said.
He patted his hands on his
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chest as he recited a poetic
tribute to his fallen friend. As
his voice intensified, his words
and hands sped up, simulating
an increasing heartbeat.
He paused, thinking of his
friend since third grade.
“Knowing
him,
he’s
probably looking down, glad
I’m giving him credit,” Ashford
said laughing.
Though his step-father often
dismissed Ashford’s poetic
ambitions as feminine and
unimportant, Ashford persisted,
now acting as a competitor and
coach on the Bowling Green
Team he formed in hopes of
going to “Brave New Voices”
again.
Drawing from everyday
occurrences, Ashford goes
on writing binges to build his
collection.
“I don’t write everyday, but
when I start, I can’t stop,” he
said. “I will go in a cave and
come out with a whole new

testament.”
Ashford, an English and Black
Studies double-major, hopes to
make a career of performing
and building the Phresh Pham
entertainment brand.
“Now that I own something
and we’re bringing in money,
I just can’t see myself going to
a tiny cubicle everyday, same
thing every morning,” he said.
“I think I would be depressed if
I had to do that.”
But until Ashford is a
headliner, his biggest worries
remain performing for college
crowds and for the upcoming
“Phresh Mic” tomorrow night,
where he will recite the poem
about the real Ben Brooks.
Before he takes the stage,
Ashford prays and remembers
his best friend. He energizes
himself by pacing and yelling
the Phresh Pham name.
And for last assurance, he
shouts his favorite phrase: “It’s
go time!”

For more information visit
westernfilmfest.com
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UNIVERSITY TEXTBOOK
AND SUPPLY
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Bring in this AD
to get an

EXTRA $5

Minimum Sell of $50

when you sell back your books

Reserve your books at UTS!
Email… Fax… or drop off a copy of your class schedule
and we’ll have your books waiting for you.
Or . . . fill out this form and bring it in and get
10% off any WKU clothing purchase!
Name:
or

Course
EXAMPLE

Course #

ENG

100

Phone:

Section #

Instructor

001

$5.00 OFF
WKU
Sportswear

UNIVERSITY TEXTBOOK & SUPPLY
Not valid with any other offers.
One coupon per person, per visit.
Expires12-31-09
WKU

Why wait in a LONG line to pay MORE for your books?

Email:
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JONES

1
2

Minimum Purchase of $30

UNIVERSITY TEXTBOOK & SUPPLY
Not valid with any other offers.
One coupon per person, per visit.
Expires 12-31-09
WKU

Come see
us

TODAY!

3
4
5
6

2 Convenient Locations
111 Old Morgantown Rd
(across the tracks from McCormack
Hall)
1240 Center St
(in the old Lemox building)

McCormack
Hall

Avenue of Champions

783-0687 phone
783-8391 fax
utextbooksupply@bellsouth.net

Parking
Structure

University
Textbook &
Supply
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University Blvd.
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Roommate matching Mother’s
Day
Mother’s
Day
Web site finds success Mother’s Day

JOSH MOORE
news@chherald.com
La Tasha Hicks, an incoming freshman from
Radcliff, said she has a hard time meeting new
people.
But a new roommate matching Web site
allowed her to find a new friend and a roommate
for next semester.
Housing and Residence Life decided earlier
this semester to use a roommate matching service
from the company Lifetopia. Officials say they’re
happy with the number of people who’ve used the
site so far.
Incoming freshmen and transfer students were
e-mailed a key code to create a profile.
The service started on March 31, and 90
profiles were created within the first day, said Kit
Tolbert, director of housing operations.
The site allows users to list their preferences
such as music choices and preferred bed
times and search for people based on those
preferences.
As of April 24, 20 people had found a roommate
through the site and several hundred had created
profiles, Tolbert said.
“I feel good about the number of people who
have actually created a profile,” she said.
Tolbert said she was expecting more students
to have found a roommate already, but she hopes
more will by the time she gets updated numbers.
“For getting started late, I think we have had a

great response,” Tolbert said.
Hicks, who plans on majoring in psychology,
said she found a roommate within a week of
creating a profile on the site.
“I just typed in people that had the same
major,” she said.
Hicks said she was looking for someone she
could get along with. She e-mailed someone who
seemed good for her.
“We’ve become good friends and she agreed
to be my roommate,” Hicks said.
The two have been e-mailing every day or
every other day in the few weeks since then, she
said.
Hicks said the site helped her feel more
comfortable about her roommate situation next
year.
“I recommend it for people who are not easy at
making friends face to face,” she said. “It really
helped me.”
HRL Director Brian Kuster said student use of
the site has exceeded his expectations.
He said he’d only expected about 50 students
to use it, but he’s excited about so many students
using it the first year.
Tolbert said she’s gotten great feedback from
students who’ve used the Web site.
She said she expects more students to use the
site next year when officials can start it earlier.
Officials will probably offer the site to all
students next year in case returning students want
to use it to find a roommate, she said.
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CAMPUS GOVERNMENT

SGA ends year by looking forward
MARY BARCZAK
news@chherald.com
While many students are scrambling to find
textbooks to study for exams and preparing for
the end to the year, the Student Government
Association is planning for next year.
Some of the executive board’s initiatives for
next year include increased student involvement,
a strict enforcement of the attendance policy and
scholar initiatives.
Kendrick Bryan, executive vice presidentelect, said he wants SGA to work with a lot
of student organizations next year such as the
Campus Activities Board and the Dynamic
Leadership Institute.
He said he also wants SGA to work with
university committees such as the Athletics
Committee and the Publications Committee.
President-elect Kevin Smiley said he wants to
continue getting the word out about SGA.
He said he’s personally pledged to go
somewhere new on and around campus each
week to talk with students.
Smiley said SGA plans to have an activism
week in the fall where student organizations
promote specific causes or issues.
He said the organizations would be able to
apply for money from SGA to promote their
cause.
The money would be separate from
organizational aid, Smiley said.
He said SGA members are also thinking about
having a fair in the fall to get students involved
with extracurricular activities on campus.
Smiley said he plans on keeping the senate
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attendance policy the same for next year.
He said he plans on strictly enforcing the
policy.
Senate members aren’t allowed to have more
than three absences per semester unless excused by
judicial council, according to the SGA bylaws.
Smiley said he plans on getting to know every
senator on an individual basis, which he hopes
will install a sense of accountability.
“To be a better organization we have to be
close,” he said.
Smiley said he wants to have some social
events where he hopes senators will get to know
each other and the executive board better.
Justin Thurman, administrative vice presidentelect said SGA members hope to develop a
scholar initiative program that would help students
research their dissertations or theses.
Smiley said SGA also plans to expand its
green team efforts.
He said a green team is a group of students
who would go into different offices on campus
and tell people working there about how to have
an environmentally-friendly office.
“SGA is pumped about this,” Smiley said. “It
helps to save the world and helps to save costs.”
The rest of the executive board hasn’t been
appointed yet, he said.
Open positions are chief of staff, director of
academic and student affairs, director of public
relations and director of information technology,
Smiley said.
He said the original deadline for applications
was at 5 p.m. on May 1. The deadline has
been extended until further notice because of
miscommunications in the SGA office.
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“An evening with Spike Lee”
7:00 pm, May 7, 2009, Diddle Arena
This presentation is free and open to the public.

Spike Lee | Filmmaker
As a writer-director, actor, producer, author and educator, Spike Lee has revolutionized the role of black talent in cinema. Widely
regarded as one of today's premier American filmmakers, Lee is a forerunner in the do-it-yourself school of independent film. His most
recent work, Miracle at St. Anna, is a film adaption of James McBride's book, telling the story of four black American soldiers who get
trapped in a Tuscan village during WWII.
Prior to Miracle at St. Anna, Lee garnered rave critical review for When The Levees Broke, a groundbreaking documentary focusing on
the plight of Americans stranded in New Orleans after hurricane Katrina, and it is considered by many to be the definitive account of
that catastrophic event.
In addition to his achievements in feature films, Lee has produced and directed numerous music videos for such diverse artists as Miles
Davis, Chaka Khan, Tracy Chapman, Anita Baker, Public Enemy, Bruce Hornsby and Michael Jackson. His other music videos include
work for the late Phyliss Hyman, Naughty by Nature, and Arrested Development.
Additionally, Lee has authored six books on the making of his films; the fifth book, Five For Five, served as a pictorial reflection of his
first five features. Most recently he has authored a new book entitled Best Seat In The House with Ralph Wiley. Ever moving into new
areas, Lee has combined his extensive creative experience into yet another venture: partnering with DDB Needham, he has created
Spike/DDB, a full service advertising agency that will concentrate on the urban/ethnic market.

Brought to you by the School of Journalism & Broadcasting and the following co-sponsors:
Department of African American Studies, Campus Activities Board, College Heights Herald, Department of
English and Film Studies, Department of Folk Studies and Anthropology, College of Health and Human
Services, Information Technology, Department of Philosophy and Religion, Potter College of Arts and Letters,
Department of Psychology, Department of Social Work, Department of Sociology, Student Government
Association, Department of Theater and Dance, University College, The Women’s Studies Program, Office of
Diversity (Student Programs) and Office of Diversity (Academic Programs ).
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